Bionic modeling technology of bone defect repair plays a key role in the process of repairing defective bone based on tissue engineering. In this paper, via studying the structure of bone defect repair, new concept of bionic scaffold is put forward and a new method of integrating medical image processing, 3D reconstruction and CAD technology to construct the bionic scaffold of repairing bone defect is presented. Using the system implemented by this method, the bionic scaffold of repairing a skull is constructed. The evaluation of porosity of scaffold is also analyzed.
INTRODUCTION
Repairing bone defect based on tissue engineering is a research hotspot for the moment. It comes down to many aspects such as bionic modeling of repair, materials of repair, processing of repair and tests of osteoblasts seeding etc. Among these, bionic modeling of repair is one of the key technologies.
At present, for bionic modeling of bone repair, researchers mostly adopt conventional CAD methods^"^. Woodfield Constructing model of repair via conventional CAD technology needs to be accomplished by professional technicians holding CAD modeling technology, which is a bottleneck to implement the industrialization of repairing bone defect. Hence, based on the study of medical image processing, 3D reconstruction and CAD modeling technology, a new method is established to obtain the repair bionic scaffold from bone medical tomography images in this paper, and meanwhile a professional system of constructing repair bionic scaffold is developed.
CONCEFT OF THE FEATURES OF REPAIR BIONIC SCAFFOLD
Repair bionic scaffold is the carrier suitable for histiocytes to grow which must meet the requirements of tissue engineering. According to the requirements of tissue engineering and rapid manufacturing, in this paper, the features of repair bionic scaffold are classified as external model feature (external feature) and internal model features (internal features), and the internal features are classified as macrostructure feature (macrostructure) and microstructure feature (microstructure), Figure 1 shows the classification. External feature is the external shape feature of repair bionic scaffold, which is the shape of repair. The shape of scaffold should fit the shape of bone defect regions and should have continuous curvatures as possible as the surface of fine bone sections.
Internal features are the internal porestructures of scaffold that offer the environment of osteoblasts growing, and they are the passages through which osteoblasts can get nurture and oxygen. Macrostructure is the porestructure that is constructed in scaffold through modeling technology and it should be constructed according to the requirements of processing. Microstructure is the porestructure formed in scaffold through forming technology, which is regulated by materials and processing. Constructing macrostructure and microstructure is to guarantee that scaffold has favorable porosity and interconnectivity meeting the requirements of tissue engineering.
The modeling methods presented in this paper are used to construct the external feature and macrostructure of scaffold.
METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING THE EXTERNAL MODEL FEATURE OF REPAIR BIONIC SCAFFOLD
3D reconstruction from tomography images is one of the key steps in the process of constructing repair bionic scaffold from bone tomography images. At the present time, there are mainly three ways of 3D reconstruction from images:(1) Generating fitting surface through contours of every layer of image (surface reconstruction based on contours). (2) Generating isosurface directly from 3D volume data (surface reconstruction based on volume data) (3) Enduing color and opacity for every voxel data to render model directly, not to constructing surface^. Because scaffold needs to be processed in solid, and generally bones have complex features and the requirements of interaction and calculation amount must be counted, the method of surface reconstruction on volume data is adopted in this paper to construct the model of whole bone, external feature and macrostructure of scaffold.
By the method of surface reconstruction based on volume data, a serial of CT images of a skull with defect from Shanghai X People's Hospital have been reconstructed into 3D model, as shown in Here, a method of constructing the external feature of repair bionic scaffold is presented as followed: firstly, by programming, pixels are filled up in defect regions of bone images; secondly, Boolean operation is proceeded between the pixels of filling up sections and the pixels of original bone images; finally all filling up sections are 3-dimensionally (3D) reconstructed to get the favorable external feature of scaffold. Figure 3 shows this process of constructing the external feature of the skull repair bionic scaffold through the method above. 
CONSTRUCTING THE MACROSTRUCTURE OF REPAIR BIONIC SCAFFOLD

4,1 Requirements of constructing macrostructure
In the view of tissue engineering, the internal features of repair bionic scaffold should possess appropriate porosity to plant ample osteoblasts in it, appropriate aperture to facilitate attachment and growth of osteoblasts. On the other hand, the structures of internal features should have as high interconnectivity as possible to guarantee that osteoblasts can obtain as ample nurture and oxygen supply as possible. Hence, the requirements of constructing macrostructure are that it had best be fully interconnected, its apertures should range from 200|am to 400|am and the whole porosity of repair bionic scaffold should exceed 75%^
Method of constructing macrostructure
At the present time, there are mainly two methods of constructing internal porestruture of repair bionic scaffold as followed: one is to construct porestruture through the porosity of bionic material (namely microstructure in this paper), this method emphasizes on processing technology to control pores, which has been applied successfully to tissue engineering of cartilage, the most obvious shortcoming of this method is that it is difficult to control porosity; and it is difficult to implement the industrialization of repair bionic scaffold; another method is to construct macrostructure through conventional CAD modeling technology, favorable porosity can be obtained by this method, but, this method is difficult to be implemented.
Here a new method as followed is put forward to construct the macrostructure of repair bionic scaffold:
(1) Choosing the negative of macrostructure (spatial scaffold structure) (2) Utilizing programming to obtain the crossing sections from intersecting between the negative of macrostructure and the plane that every bone tomography image exists in.
(3) Proceeding Boolean operation between the pixels in filling up sections of every bone image (seen as above) and corresponding cross sections of the negative of macrostructure derived from the step (2).
(4) 3D reconstructing all filling up sections after processed in the step (3) to obtain the macrostructure of scaffold.
There are two key points with this method: one is the calculation of cross sections of the negative of macrostructure; another is to proceed Boolean operation between the pixels in the filling up sections and corresponding cross sections of the negative of macrostructure. The negative of macrostructure is a kind of spatial structure. The law that the negative of macrostructure varies along the increasing axis (generally z axis) of all layers of images is studied, and then the crossing sections at corresponding position of every image are calculated. This process is implemented though programming. The process of Boolean operation between filling up sections and cross sections of negative of macrostructure is within pixels which sets the gray scale values of pixels in cross sections out of the ranges of the gray scale value of bone pixels, thus macrostructure in the scaffold can be formed when all filling up sections are 3D reconstructed.
There are mainly two methods in constructing the shape of macrostructure: One is that the repair bionic scaffold with constructing macrostructure in it is has regular structure, by this method larger porosity (>80%) can be obtained, for example cylinder can be chosen as the shape of solid not as the shape of pore, and the scaffold with macrostructure constructed in it by this method has lower mechanical strength, and it is more suitable to repair cartilaginous tissue; another method is to choose regular structure as the shape of pore. The scaffold with macrostructure constructed through the second method has higher mechanical strength but lower porosity than the scaffold by the first method, and it is more applicable to repairing bones. According to practical requirements, the regular shape can be cylinder, square column, prism and etc. the intersecting angles between columns can be right angle and bevel. A zooming-in view of the negative of macrostructure adopting intersecting cylinder in spatial rightangle is shown in Figure 4 : The negative of macrostructure obtained by programming is a spatial structure that is derived from intersecting between many columns threedimensionally. The negative of macrostructure is fiilly interconnected (as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 ), so the macrostructure of repair bionic scaffold is also fully interconnected. Repair bionic scaffold is a kind of individual model whose external shape and macrostructure both have complex features, and it is difficult to be manufactured in solid by conventional processing methods. RP has excellent HanqiangLiu, Qingxi Hu, Limin Li, Minglun Fang processing flexibility, which can manufacture models with complex features in high precision; so, the 3D model of scaffold is saved as STL format applicable to RP methods.
Through setting some parameters of macrostructure such as aperture and interval of pores and adjusting the porosity of scaffold, the macrostructure of repair bionic scaffold can be obtained. Favorable porosity and interconnectivity of repair bionic scaffold can be obtained through constructing macrostructure via this method and constructing microstructure via processing. The process of constructing repair bionic scaffold through this method is shown in Figure 5: 
Evaluation of porosity of repair bionic scaffold
The porosity of repair bionic scaffold includes two kinds: the porosity of macrostructure derived from modeling and that of microstructure formed through processing. Here, P represents the whole porosity, Pi the porosity of macrostructure, P2the porosity of microstructure, then, P can be obtained by Eq.(l):
Pi can be derived through measuring the volumes of repair bionic scaffold. The volume Vi of repair bionic scaffold without macrostructure and the volume V2 of repair bionic scaffold with macrostructure are respectively measured, then. Pi can be obtained by Eq. (2): i^=(l-F2/Fj)xl00% (2) Here, RP processing is adopted to obtain the solid of repair bionic scaffold; the material of repair bionic scaffold is mixed powder of ptricalcium phosphate (P-TCP) and adhesive (mixture of epoxy resin and nylon). Porestructure (microstructure) can be formed when scaffold solid is burned to hard ceramic body under high temperature because of volatilization of the adhesive. Supposed that the volume ratio of P-TCP and adhesive is 1: p, the porosity P2 can be derived by Eq. (3):
Synthesizing Eq. (1), Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) to obtain the whole porosity of repair bionic scaffold as shown in Eq. (4):
